Dear Sir,

Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS) have been reported increasingly as causes of renal dysfunction [1-3]. In spite of the abundant clinical data available to characterize the natural history of nephritis with or without nephrotic syndrome, there has been limited information concerning immunopathogenic mechanisms [4].

Renal biopsies performed by several groups have demonstrated a predominance of cytotoxic T cells in the interstitium [5, 6], while some biopsies taken early in the acute phase have shown significant infiltration by helper T cells [7]. Even when the predominant lymphocyte subset expressed in the interstitium has varied among groups, it has been speculated that cell-mediated immune mechanisms may be involved in the pathogenesis of NSAID-induced interstitial nephritis.

We had a 56-year-old male manifesting an acute renal failure without the nephrotic syndrome. He had taken diclofenac sodium 200-300 mg daily in the past 4 weeks because of persistent shoulder pain. On admission, blood urea nitrogen was 36 mg/dl, and serum creatinine was 2.6 mg/dl. A first renal biopsy was performed in the 4th week of hospitalization (fig. 1) to determine the indication of steroid treatment for the persistent renal dysfunction. It revealed interstitial nephritis, and the lymphocyte subpopulations within the interstitial inflammatory infiltrates confirmed that, in good accordance with previous reports [5, 6], 90% of them were T cells with a CD4+/CD8+ ratio of 1:4. These CD8+ cells were also positive to

Fig. 1. Percentage distribution of expression of HLA class II in T cells. · · = (I2+)-CD 19+; □ □ = (I3+)-CD 19+; M = control
mean value of (I2+)-CD19+; ■ = control mean value of (I3+)-CD19+. Steroid dose (prednisolone) started at 30 mg daily and decreased as follows: 20 mg daily, 20 mg every other day, 10 mg every other day.

1.2 mg/dl, respectively. At this point, a second biopsy still demonstrated mild interstitial infiltration of T cells, but the CD4+/CD8+ ratio improved to 1:1. In addition, no infiltrating cell was positive to CD1, I2, or I3 antibodies.

The circulating lymphocyte responses during the process of interstitial nephritis

Table 1. Positive percentage of monoclonal antibodies in peripheral blood after the 4th week of hospitalization (= week 0 of steroid treatment) have been rarely focused on [8]. Interestingly, before prednisolone therapy, the immunological characterization of circulating lymphocytes was similar with that of renal interstitium. That is, the CD4+/CD8+ ratio was low and I2 or I3 positive cells were increased (table 1). However, the distribution of HLA class II antigen in the peripheral blood involves not only activated T cells but also B cells [9]. In order to estimate the approximate percentage of HLA-class-II-positive activated T cells, the quantity of CD19 positive cells, the B-cell-associated monoclonal antibody, was subtracted from that of I2+ or I3+. Although no significant alterations were observed in B cells, the percentage of both, (I2+)-(CD19+) and (I3+)-(CD19+), was noticeably increased (fig. 1). According to steroid-induced clinical remission, activated CD8+ T cells expressing I2 or I3 antigen gradually disappeared from the peripheral blood.

Both T and B cell activation in the local lymphoid tissue was reported following organ transplantation, and activated T cells enter the graft from the blood [10]. Therefore, peripheral lymphocyte subsets in this case might demonstrate that activated T cells, but not B cells, recognize the interstitial damage produced by nonimmune causes, including NSAIDS, and modulate consequent immune processes. Involvement of other factors including renal prostaglandin synthesis inhibition [11] was not yet neglected, and further studies will be necessary to show differences from other causes of interstitial nephritis. Nonetheless, the findings of the present case raise the possibility that cell-mediated immunity plays a role in the pathogenesis of NSAID-induced interstitial nephritis.
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